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John Selby Memorial Vintage
Event, Levin

Precision fly-off winner Joe Bradbury (Levin) flanked by
placegetters Stew Cox (Wellington) and Kevin Daly (Levin).

Proud Mum and Dad after Dominic's excellent flights with the
Junior 60.

Red Zephyr, Deacon and Playboy all sharing the same air at
Levin.

The structure and workmanship of Trevor Glogau's (Wellington)
1939 Earl Stahl Hurricane contrasts against the grey sky.
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Bring your
model, bring
the family,
bring your
picnic and
enjoy a fly
and
fellowship.

Levin
Bring your own

Barbecue.
13 November

Saturday 19 November.
9.30am start

Midday onwards

Bring your family, a picnic a drink - cutlery etc.

Levin flying strip, Tararua Road.

All welcome.

(bbq will be lit for cooking if
required)

Bring along your electric,
winch, bungee or
hand launched glider
and go soaring.

(If wet lets try again the
following Sunday, 20th).
11 December Club supplied Christmas
BBQ for members and
families

BBQ lunch available.
Check out the weather station
for conditions on the day.
https://holfuy.com/en/weather/1073

Mon

7

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3
Mid week
Reserve day

4

5

6
2 metre glider
General flying

8
Mid week
flying

9
Coffee
morning

10
Mid week
Reserve day

11

12

13
Tomboy—
Vintage
General flying

14

15
Mid week
flying

16
Coffee
morning

17
Mid week
Reserve day

18

19

20
Radian
General flying

21

22
Mid week
flying

23
Coffee
morning

24
Mid week
reserve day

25 End of year
dinner prizegiving

26

27
General flying

28

29
Mid week
flying

30
Coffee
morning

See page 11 for
more information
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Sunday the 20th of November

All information to obtain
your wings badge
for power, gliders, helicopters, turbines/jets,
multirotor can be found on the MFNZ website.
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/wingsscheme/home.html

Anyone needing help
with fibre glassing
contact
Tony Parkinson,
phone
02102419662

Happy birthday to all club
members
celebrating a birthday in
November

Methanol $2.75
litre
Nitro $32.43 litre
Oil $20 litre
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Kevin Daly
Its a rainy Sunday morning here which will be spinning slowly.
welcome for the farmers as the ground has been We held our committee meeting this week and it was
drying out a little. The Lutz farm is looking fantastic good to have Ivan back on deck. Ross Gray received
covered with long grass which Max says should be special recognition from the committee for his superb
cut for silage in the second week in November. The photography – thanks very much Ross.
grass has saved a few models from what would
otherwise have been quite hard arrivals and has We have decided to hold a glider fly-in day where
provided exercise for flyers who have had something club members and visitors will be encouraged to fly
fall off in flight. On one occasion this month there their favourite soarer which might be electric, winch,
was a enthusiastic search party seen picking through bungee or hand launched. This will be held Saturday
the long grass searching the area where they 19th November which is a week or two after the
silage is cut subject to weather. The aim is to keep it
believed the lost part had landed.
low key rather than competition flying with a
The John Selby Memorial vintage event was held barbecue lunch and more flying in the
during the month which was a fun day. The sausage afternoon.
We should be seeing some good
sizzle sold out and Dominic bought a cake he had thermals by then which will make for some good
made the night before which was a real treat. We flight times.
sold the remainder of the club’s balsa stock so I look
forward to seeing some new models being produced While on the subject of gliding we are looking for a
soon. Well done Joe for taking out the precision suitable slope soaring site. Ross who is a very
experienced hang glider
event followed closely by a
pilot has suggested a
bunch of fellow Levin members
site which he has flown
in the flyoff. There were many
from on the foot hills
beautifully built aircraft but the
just north of Levin. We
one which stood out for me was
will be checking this out
Trevor Glogau’s scaled up model
once the farmer is clear
of
the
1939
Streamliner
of lambing so I hope to
Wakefield. Even in flight you
provide an update next
could imagine how it would have
month.
looked eighty years ago climbing
up silently under rubber power
Time for a coffee,
with a large balsa propeller
1939 Streamliner Wakefield
Kevin

Wanted—Photos etc
Most people have a camera on their phone—use it and
share the photos.
Let us know about your builds, your repairs, your ideas
etc.
My job with Servo Chatter is putting the pieces of the
jigsaw together to make it an interesting read—without
your input, there is nothing new!!
A NEWSletter comes from North, East,
West and South!

Thank you to those people who have
contributed to this publication, your
contribution makes this
your newsletter.

Make it happen—this is your clubs
newsletter.
Email either
editor@aeroneers.com
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
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Maurice Job
At last the weather is warming up, and we may be
able to get some flying in. I would like to welcome
Merv George to the committee for the balance of the
club year.
The farmer has rolled the outfield so that is an
improvement for us. The strip itself has survived the
winter pretty well, thanks to Peter V and Len R for
their efforts. Peter tells us that the toilet is sorted
and ok to use again. So bring on the flying. I hope to
test the Super Cub in readiness to take it to HBRF
75th celebrations on the 19th. Unfortunately, I won’t
get the Spitfire tested and ready in time.
Saturday flying is on again soon. Our resource
consent allows for Saturday flying for a fixed number
of days which the committee has decided will do
from the beginning of December to the April. The

details will be in the calendar on the Web-site,
including those special days when the field will be
closed, ie Christmas.
Our club night was enjoyable for those who attended
and some items and some lies were traded. Successful for me as I took home less than I brought along.

Remember, the Club End of Year Dinner is to be held
on Friday 25th November, details elsewhere in this
issue. We need at least 25 attendees to make it
worthwhile for the café, so please make an effort to
come, we had a great time last year with awesome
food! Last year cost $35, and we anticipate there
may be a slight increase this year but cannot confirm
at
this
time.
Please
RSVP
to president@aeroneers.com as soon as you can,
deadline has to be November 14th.

Tama Randell

CC report

Not a lot to report this month. Haven’t been out to the
field since I won the Oct round of vintage.
Hoping for nicer weather and not as much poo in the
paddock.
See you at the field
CC and Sec

Aeroneers Summer Flying.

Saturdays and Sundays starting from
3 December and finishing 25th
March.
Mid-week flying stays as is.
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At a recent committee meeting there was discussion on monthly BYO BBQ’s over the summer months. Also
discussed was a glider fun fly-in. For more details see page 2 of this newsletter.
We have been approached about a Hobby and Craft Expo on 25-26th February at the Events Centre in Levin.
This is an ideal opportunity to promote out sport however it will require manpower, 8 people a day ie 2 people on 2 hour shifts. If you are interested in manning the stand displaying the models, please let me know.
levinmodelclub@gmail.com. Many thanks, Linda

Recognition of Special
Individual Effort
This is awarded to:

Ross Gray
For the numerous photographs he takes and
distributes freely to members and magazines.
Thank you Ross

Letter
to the
Editor:
I would like to thank my fellow flyers who have
helped me carry my models and related items from
my car to the strip each time I go flying.
This assistance is appreciated and
allowed me to
enjoy a good days flying.
Thank you guys. John Curtis.

Flip Top Bench

When we moved from Feilding earlier in the year, I lost my excellent workshop. The new property has a
large garage which has to house cars as well as my shop. Bench space is limited, unlike the previous set up
which had a dedicated bench for all the machines. I spotted on Youtube a workshop which has machine
tools mounted so that they can be “put away” when not in use, so I decided this would be worth
investigating.
The thing to work out was the hinge set up. The example I saw seemed to use some sort of special hinge. I
have used quite large gate hinges. The flaps are just 18mm MDF so the hinge pin is located that distance
out from the bench front rail. The rest was easy.

Apart from the stack of wood on the bench (anyone want some Rimu?) I can have a clear bench, or have
either the drill or bandsaw on the bench, unobstructed by the other.
Maurice.
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Next contest 13 November

Report submitted by Phil Pearpoint.

A nice Spring morning greeted 8 Vintage flyers for the second to last event of this year.
Once again a sneaky breeze saw some models not make it to the spot to secure the bonus landing points.
Tama took out this comp with very good times and all landing points … and he didn’t even need cable ties to
hold his wing on this time...
James had another bad day with the motor breaking off the front of his electric model on its first landing, for
the second month in a row...might need to look at that James!!
Weather permitting the final round for this year will be flown on November 13th, and all top 3 placings could
depend on this day, as only your best 5 comp scores will count for the final placings.
See you all there
Phil.

Year to
date

Tama Randell

3.00 + 20

3.04 + 20

3.04 + 20

592

1st

Phil Pearpoint

3.01 + 20

3.06 + 20

3.04 + 20

589

2nd

Bruce McKay

3.03 + 20

2.50

2.49 + 20

556

3rd

Peter Vining

2.51 + 20

2.47 + 20

2.54

552

4th

Peter Vining

2567

Flemming Ravn

3.05

2.57 + 20

2.45

537

5th

Bruce McKay

2315

Bruce Woodfield

2.59

3.01

2.53

532

6th

Flemming Ravn

2229

Greg Findon

3.10

2.32

3.12

490

7th

Tama Randell

1769

Greg Findon

1694

James Burnside

3.01

DNF

DNF

179

8th

James Burnside

1134

Phil Pearpoint

Bruce Woodfield 2756

Lineup of
Helicopters
at the
Labour
Weekend
flyin in
Rotorua

1949 KeilKraft Falcon flew very well in Open Texaco by Trevor
Glogau (Wellington) at the recent John Selby Memorial event
in Levin

2933
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Levin Vintage – John Selby Memorial Vintage Event,
15 October 2022
By Stew Cox, Photos by Ross Gray
The John Selby Memorial Vintage Event was held on Saturday
15 October with the planned date playing out exactly as forecast with the High just hanging around long enough to provide
excellent Spring flying conditions. Winds were light and variable all day with a peak mean windspeed of 12 km/hr. The temperature was quite mild despite the high cloud cover, the latter
providing a very good backdrop to keep models in sight.
There were ten people who flew with four clubs represented.
Several people came along to watch and assist with timekeeping including model aircraft photographer extraordinaire Ross
Gray from Ashhurst. All photos included with this report were
taken by Ross. A few regular attendees couldn’t make it – we
hope to see you at the next event. It was particularly pleasing
to again see increasing interest and participation from Levin
club members. It would be great to see the Levin Club regain
its historical crown as the Vintage stronghold of the lower North
Island.
These Vintage events are all about low key fun and everyone
seemed to enjoy their day which is as much a rally as a competition. The format is that people can record times for any Vintage or Classical classes with scores being recorded for five
Bryan Treloar (Ashhurst) powers up his 1936 Red
classes. Casual sport flying of vintage models is also encourZephyr
aged.
Vintage Precision was the most popular class flown with 9 participants. Unfortunately Wayne Elley experienced damage to
his engine throttle preventing him recording a score with his
exquisite Miss America built from a HangarOne short kit. The
standard in Precision was very high with three making the flyoff
which was taken out by Levin’s Joe Bradbury. The Precision
winner from the recent Bob Burling event, Levin President Kevin
Daly, showed his consistently good flying placing third in the
flyoff. Kevin was unlucky to have his model run through the
spot on this flight ending up just out of reach of the 15 metre
tape and letting Stew Cox into second despite Stew’s model
missing the spot more conclusively.
Other notable achievement in Precision were by Terry Beaumont whose Lanzo RC1 flew beautifully while also carrying a
large age bonus to create a wide landing window. Terry missed
the flyoff by just two seconds. Fourteen year old Dominic
Moyle again flew Joe Bradbury’s Junior 60 and was unlucky to
miss the flyoff. Dominic in just his second contest improved his
performance even further over his first event, making the spot
on all three flights. However, with the Junior 60 being published in 1946 yielding an age bonus of only four seconds,
Dominic had a very narrow window in which to land being four
seconds either side of three minutes and was just outside of
this on two of his flights. Great flying by Dominic all the same!
Slightly older than Dominic, Ian “Crozzy” Crosland also flew
very well making the spot on all three flights but unfortunately
being over time on just one of his flights also just missed the
flyoff.
In Duration, Terry Beaumont achieved a good score with his
Lanzo RC1 floating serenely overhead. Kevin Daly’s Buzzard
Bombshell climb rate proved insufficient to reach the stronger
thermal assistance that appeared to be higher. Kevin did enjoy Des Richards countsdown the time left to land for
a very long thermal assisted flight later in the day after the con- Levin clubmate Kevin Daly
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test. Stew flew his Brooklyn Dodger in Duration but
the horrendous Dutch Roll due to the design’s excessive dihedral and minimal fin area finally got the better of the wing spar at the top of the climb on his
second flight.
The descent was as quick as the climb being both
vertical and terminal….
Vintage ½ A Texaco is an endurance class flown with
Cox Babe Bee powered models to an 8 minute max
with spot landing. Bryan Treloar was having fun and
games trying to get his motor to perform consistently
and unfortunately was unable to complete his flights.
By contrast, Stew Cox had his Babe Bee right on
song achieving three max flights with spot and a respectable flyoff flight. Both were flying 1940 Playboy
Seniors. Stew was getting motor runs of around 8
minutes from the standard Cox Babe Bee tank making the max easily. Key to this class is using a large
electric slow-fly prop with just enough revs from the
motor to enable the model to slowly climb while extending the motor run to times two to three times
that which we got out of Cox Babe Bees in our youth.
Trevor Glogau of Wellington sport flew two stunningly graceful ERubber vintage models which were admired by all before putting up two good flights in
Open Texaco with his beautiful 1949 Keil Kraft Falcon. Open Texaco involves two flights with a 15 minute max and spot being the challenges. It is very
much an endurance event with tank size limited in
proportion to the wing area of the model. Trevor
was close to the 15 minutes on his first flight and
easily achieved it on his second though found the
spot elusive after concentrating on such long flights.
Trevor’s flights also counted for NDC (National Decentralised Competition) for October.
It was great to see Des Richards putting up some
Vintage Catapult flights with his 1936 Hervat. Des’s
times also counted for NDC.

Bryan Treloar's (Ashhurst) Playboy climbing in Half A Texaco

Des Richard's Hervat (1936) Catapult Glider turns into a light
thermal

It was also great to see Linda and Ivan who looked
in on the event in the afternoon. It’s not surprising
with their positive attitudes that they are both well
on their way to recovery from their recent respective
health issues.

Bryan Treloar's (Ashurst) 1936 Red Zephyr heads for the high
cloud covered sky

Joe Bradbury provides guidance while timing for Levin Junior
Dominic Moyle
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Results:
Vintage Precision
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Joe Bradbury
Stew Cox
Kevin Daly
Terry Beaumont
Dominic Moyle (Junior)
Ian Crosland
Bryan Treloar
John Ellison
Wayne Elley

Vintage IC Duration
1.
2.
3.

Terry Beaumont
Kevin Daly
Stew Cox

Vintage 1/2A Texaco
1.
2.

Stew Cox
Bryan Treloar

Vintage Open Texaco
1.

Trevor Glogau

Levin
Viking 1940
Wellington
Brooklyn Dodger 1940
Levin
Buzzard Bombshell 1940
Kapiti
Lanzo RC1 1936
Levin
Junior 60 1946
Kapiti
Mercury 1939
Ashhurst Red Zephyr 1936
580
Kapiti
Tomboy 1950
Kapiti
Miss America 1936

Des Richards

486
DNF

Kapiti
Levin
Wellington

Lanzo RC1 1936
Buzzard Bombshell 1940
Brooklyn Dodger 1940

736
497
209

Wellington
Ashhurst

Playboy Senior 1940
Playboy Senior 1940

1500 + 578
900

Wellington

Free Flight Vintage Catapult Glider
1.

600 + 198
600 + 176
600 + 170
598
593
592

Levin

Keil Kraft Falcon 1949

1716

Hervat 1936

295

There are normally three Vintage days like this one at Levin each year. The next one will likely be in
February – look out for the dates and we hope to see you there!

Trevor
Glogau
(Wellington)
with his 1939
Streamliner
ERubber
model

Kevin Daly
(Levin) gives
his Buzzard
Bombshell a
good heave-ho

Joe Bradbury's
efforts in mowing
the strip were
appreciated by all,
particularly given
the recent
vigorous grass
growth
Joe, Kevin and Des chat on the taxiway!!
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PALMERSTON NORTH AERONEERS

Roast lamb with gravy
Stuffed chicken breasts
Fresh potatoes
Fresh steamed vegetables
Roasted vegetables
Assorted mini desserts
served with whipped cream and fruit
Tea and coffees

Pre-Dinner Drinks from 5.45pm
Dinner Served 6.30pm
Drinks BYO
Cost per person $35.00 (approx.)
RSVP by 14 November 2022 to
president@aeroneers.com
Same Venue as last year!
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Submitted by Bruce Woodfield
Pilot

Year to date

Philip Pearpoint

2760

Peter Vining

2399

Bruce McKay

2770

Bruce Woodfield

2593

Flemming Ravn

1925

Wayne Bilham

724

Greg Findon

1955

Mark Boyes

946

Len Ruby

506

Next 2 Metre Glider
Competitions 6 November
Levin glider fly-in day
See the advert on page 2.
All welcome

Aeroneers Tomboy Report
Report submitted by Bruce Woodfield
Pilot

Flight
1

Flight Flight
2
3

Scores Year to date

Flemming Ravn

20

20 + 5 20

65

253

Greg Findon

15 + 5

15 +5

15 + 5 60

164

Bruce Woodfield

18

18

18 + 5 59

157

Peter Vining

16

16 + 5 16 + 5 58

230

Phil Pearpoint

138

Terry Lawless

110

Fine weather. Four flyers. One
parade.
Thank you Philip for scribing
scores.

Next competitions:
13 November

Mint day
Bruce in action

water bottle,
sunscreen,
sunhat, sun glasses cover up
Skin Cancer is Real

Parachute landing!!!
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This photo of Kevin Daly was taken close to forty years ago.
The helicopter was Hirobo Falcon 505 powered by OS FSR 40
with Futaba gyro which was the latest technology at the time.
Throttle and collective pitch were mechanically linked and full
power was necessary most of the time. The main reason for
crashes was engine leaning out and losing power. Fairly scary
pulling back the throttle on a helicopter in flight to try to choke
the engine back into life. Rotor blades not set up for autorotation either. Model is hanging up in the woolshed short of a
couple of blade holders.
A model helicopter was fairly rare sight in the early eighties.

Labour Weekend Fun Fly - Rotorua - by
Mike Bron

First and foremost a BIG shout out to the Rotorua Aero
Modelling Club for making their facilities available for the
weekend and Alex Mc Donald for arranging this and running the BBQ lunch.
The weather over the weekend could only be described as
‘one out of a catalogue’, brisk starts faded into simply
beautify days and the lights winds certainly did nothing to
dampen the enthusiasm to fly.

Best crash would have to be Alex Mc Donald's TREX500
when he smeared it across the field. Alex would also take
the honours for killing the most helicopters. He came with
three and left with none operational.
Most crashes on one helicopter was Martin Engelbrecht and
his TREX 470 with two crashes in one day.
George Schneider, not satisfied with the way that Alex Mc
Donald was coking the BBQ muscled in and took over
(pushy Americans!). I have to say though that two of the
sausages suffered irrecoverable burns as a result. How bad
you ask, well they don't f*** around at the crematorium is
all I can say!

Day one saw 20 pilots in attendance and 43 helicopters
and made for a busy and entertaining day. Day two the
numbers dropped slightly to 13 pilots, but the slightly lower
Gavin Read had a heart in mouth moment when the locatnumbers did not diminish from the day’s festivities.
ing pin for the autorotation bracket backed out on his SoxSouth Africa were the country best represented by 6 of the os Strike 700, allowing the swash to rotate and ping the
links off the swash. All we could hear from the pits was a
20 pilots being SA expats.
flutter of blades as it fell to its death. RIP Soxos.
Noteworthy points over the two days.
Most people come to a fun fly to actually fly, but not Alex
George Schneider made a big fuss on when we would be
Mc Donald. Day two he turned up with is TREX 600N only
opening up the gates because he wanted to be there on
to discover that he left his exhaust behind at home. Yup
opening only to turn up 36 minutes late. Typical Aucklander and his excuses of heavy traffic did nothing to con- that's right the whole exhaust system. 1.5 hours later he
returned and fitted the exhaust only to find that the torque
vince me.
tube gears were stripped (damn that's unusual for an Align
Dinh Cuu Pham gave the most amazing displays of 3D fly- helicopter). Luckily Stephen Engelbrecht saved the day
with a spare set. Finally getting the helicopter into the air
ing, seemingly defying physics in the process. His flights
he quickly blew a hole in the piston and his day was then
were easily my favourites of the weekend.
done. Remind me, what is it that you do for a job Alex???
Steve Goodare also put on some amazing flights and
Matt Jones apparently did some really cool inverted autoroproved he has lost nothing during his hiatus.
tation's (unfortunately I missed seeing these and I strongly
George Schneider did a fantastic job of running a really fun suspect the guys are pulling my leg) although I do know
hover contest where pilots had to take off, hover then land that he can do them.
in a 30 second window. The closest to the time won the
It was also awesome to have some scale guys attend the
contest, well done Matt Jones to taking out the title!
event, Chris Ball and George Schneider.
Steve Goodare got my vote for the best in show with his
bright orange Specter sporting a Maskpro canopy. Stunning All in all I would like to thank everyone who attended the
event for making it as epic as it was. Upon reflection, I
looking helicopter that!
couldn't think of a better group of people to have spent the
Gavin Read must of thought the same because when Steve weekend with and look foreword to the next time we get
together.
wasn't looking he swiped Steve's canopy and put it on his
helicopter. It took Steve ages to notice too!
Don't forget that we have a Helicopter fun Fly at the 75th
Stephen Elsworth passed the practical for his WINGS. Well Nationals at Carterton in January. Lets make that event as
good as this one has been.
done to you Stephen.
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Interested in making a
hot wire foam cutter?

Life member Colin Geange has a transformer he
would like to donate to an Aeroneers Club member
who may be interested in making a hot wire foam
cutter. A small donation to the Aeroneers may be
appropriate.

O.S. Max H40 R/C
O.S. Max 40LA R/C New in box, never run
O.S. Max 46 SF R/C
O.S. 19 R/C (two) with various spares
O.S. 70 4-stroke. Currently fitted to a 66” Spitfire with retracts. Offers for both or motor only.

230 Volt to 12 Volt double insulated transformer
with a low voltage current of 12 Amps in a stainless
steel box.
Colin's mobile number is 027 4466 183

Offers wanted.
Merv Matthews, Phone 357 2858,
Can inspect anytime at 12 Worsfold Lane, Terrace
End, P.N.

TRANSFORMER

A glider set up

.
Mode –1. Suitable for a old flier, all
ready to go or in need of repair, radio,
servos etc.
Contact Shorty 06 3636795

For sale –

ex server power supplies.
Will come with power cable and quality banana plugs.
All soldered and ready to plug in and hook your charger
up to. Greg, Dad and I all use them without issue.
35 amp - $50
80 amp - $70
100 amp - $80
Give me a call/text if you’re
wanting one.
Phone 027 2920363

Boomerang 60
size trainer.

Built up wings and tail surfaces. 1800mm
(74 in) wingspan. Some minor covering
damage otherwise airframe in excellent
condition and appears unflown. $150.
Contact Kevin Daly, 0274463822
kevindaly124s@gmail.com
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Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club information

Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers

THE COMMITTEE

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Patrons: Tracey Martin and Keryn Whitney
President: Maurice Job
Phone 021670689. president@aeroneers.com

Treasurer: Greg Findon,
Phone 06 3561571. treasurer@aeroneers.com

Secretary and Club Captain: Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363. secretary@aeroneers.com
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Committee:
Len Ruby
Peter Vining

Servo Chatter Editor and Website Updates:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to Westpac
Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise Greg of
your payment.

Midweek flying is every Tuesday with the reserve day being Thursday, following exceptions.
Our midweek flying policy has when stat holiday are observed on a Monday or any other day during the week
this becomes the midweek flying day, this allows those members who are still working the opportunity to have a
fly midweek.

Levin Model Aeroplane Club

Club information

Club Email: levinmodelclub@gmail.com
Club Flying Site: Lutz Road, off Tararua Rd, RD1, Levin
Club Website: www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/

THE COMMITTEE
Patron: Mr Carl Lutz

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Due March 2022 MFNZ

LMAC

Total

President: Kevin Daly 0274463822
Family
$100
$30.00 $130
Secretary: Linda Lambess 06 362 6446, 021 210 6139 Senior
$95
30.00
$125
Treasurer: Ivan Huntley 06 362 6446, 021 210 6138
Junior
$25
30.00
$55
Club Captain: John Curtis
Committee:
Please pay online to 03 0667 0029143 000, don’t
Tony Parkinson 063680199,
forget to include your name in the details box.
Des Richards 022 108 3176.
Brian Stewart
Servo Chatter Editor and website.
Bryan Treloar
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care is taken to
ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible for the content of advertisements or any material contained therein. The editor
reserves the right of publication.

